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Feedback Forum 
Whither POD goest, I shall follow with my evaluation forms. Although an 
official and on-going questionnaire will evolve along with the Quarterly 
itself, what is needed at this time is input from the readership concerning 
emphases and directions for future issues. The desire of the Editorial 
Board is to publish a journal for POD-types which is topical, helpful, 
interesting and all sorts of other good things. Please let us know to what 
degree this has been achieved in the first issue, as well as what you think 
should or could be done in the future, by answering the following questions. 
(If you do not wish to tear a page out of or otherwise deface by writing 
upon what could become a collectors' item, send me a photocopy of this 
form-preferably completed.) 
1. What do you think were the two most helpful/interesting aspects of 
this issue of the Quarterly? 
a) __________________________________________ ___ 
w ________________________________________ __ 
2. What do you think were the two least helpful/interesting aspects of this 
issue of the Quarterly? 
~---------------------------------------------
b) ___________________ _ 
3. What topics would be of most interest to you in future issues? (Please 
list in order of preference.) 
4. What current columns (as opposed to features and articles) would you 
recommend be discontinued or modified? (If modified, in what way?) 
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5. What additional columns would you recommend be included on a 
regular basis? 
6. Additional comments and recommendations: 
------------------
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